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Marketing Solutions boosts marketing returns 
by evaluating spend effectiveness across brands 
and channels, improving brand messaging, and 
enabling data-driven budget allocation decisions.

Marketing Solutions  
for Consumer Goods:
Maximize the impact of
your marketing spend



Get started
To learn more about our suite of consumer  
goods marketing solutions, contact  
us at contact@periscope-solutions.com  
or visit www.mckinsey.com/periscope
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Marketing Solutions helps 
consumer goods companies 
allocate marketing budget, better 
address the target consumer, 
and optimize marketing 
spend across channels.

Today, CMOs for consumer goods companies 
face complex questions around how best to 
communicate with their target consumer:  
Which channels offer the highest returns?  
What messages resonate with customers?  
How much should we invest in each brand?

Without detailed insight into channel performance, 
key purchase drivers, and brand perception,  
CMOs can’t assess the impact of marketing 
initiatives and make fact-based decisions that 
optimize long-term returns.

Marketing Solutions solves this problem. Our  
tools provide full transparency on marketing spend 
and ROI, giving CMOs detailed insights into three  
key areas of marketing strategy:

Top-down allocation
See how shifts in strategy (e.g., more focus on  
profit growth and less on market share) will affect 
budget allocation across brands and products.

Brand positioning
Identify the brand factors that drive purchases, 
compare brand perception against competitors,  
and tailor messaging to target groups.

Channel mix
Determine the blend of communication channels 
(e.g., direct, online, traditional, etc.) that optimizes 
cost and profit in the short- and long-term.

Why Marketing Solutions?
Sustainable impact
Our team helps consumer goods companies build 
lasting marketing capabilities, enabling long-term 
adoption of best practices and strategies for every 
level of their marketing organizations.

Industry expertise
Marketing Solutions partners with the world’s 
leading marketing analytics firms and are backed  
by McKinsey’s nearly 100 years’ consulting 
experience. We leverage a global network of experts 
to validate our recommendations, as well as the 
knowledge our 50+ dedicated MROI specialists 
gained from 300+ MROI projects over the last 5 
years, to inform our approach to each new marketing 
optimization initiative.

Comprehensive approach
Our tools integrate data from hard-to-measure 
sources like social media and sponsorships, as  
well as survey responses from customers that 
assess shopping behavior and brand perception, 
to inform our advanced attribution methods and 
econometric models.

>500 
Marketing experts globally

Consumer Goods Marketing Solutions  
by the numbers:

>15% 
Cost savings

>75 
Leading brands using  
our solution
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